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React developers can earn up to $130K a year! ■

Here are some resources to master ReactJS ■

- First of all, why learn React?

ReactJS is a UI framework that streamlines the process of frontend development.

There are other frameworks like Angular, Vue, Svelte, etc., but ReactJS is considered much more beginner-friendly, and

also can be highly scalable with NextJS.

- Here is a list of all the resources that I found useful -

P.S.- They are listed in my order of preference, and they are all free ■

1/ ReactJS Official Tutorial ■

■ https://t.co/nqZYeUPGMR

The official tutorial of ReactJS is the most updated version of ReactJS and it shows how to implement the concepts in

real-world projects.

2/ Clever Programmer ■

■ https://t.co/hh66HCGKGR

The @cleverqazi's way of teaching is what I like, they are more project-oriented than theoretical. They will go through the

ReactJS basics by building projects like Netflix Clones!! ■

3/ Codevolution ■ 

 

■ https://t.co/DpuW2sX59u 
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If you are a person who would love to go through theory deeply first, then try this playlist from @CodevolutionWeb.The way

Vishwas explains the concepts of ReactJS is really beautiful. 

 

{Contd.}

Note:- The above playlist ■■ may seem a bit outdated as it uses Class components to explain, but it is worth watching.

4/ Code with Harry ■

(Hindi Content)

■ https://t.co/EFTKE9c0JD

If you know Hindi, you should definitely watch Harry's videos, his explanations are ■

5/ Another way around ■

■ Roadmap - https://t.co/Lc3ftlAKKE

■ Docs - https://t.co/3kUQOmk6At

You can just look at the roadmap linked above and read that specific concept from the docs, this way you are not only

learning concepts but also making a habit of reading docs!

Now that you have learned basic concepts start building some projects!

(If you want me to list some strong projects to make you a strong portfolio, like this tweet!■)

That's it for this thread!

If you learned something from this thread, make sure to spread the word by retweeting the first tweet! And make sure to add

your favorite resources in the replies, it might help someone! ■

Thank you for reading this far! Here's a cake for you ■

Hi ■ I am Vatsal

I like to tweet about -

■ Web Development

■ Web3.0

■ Blockchain Development

And much more..

If that's something that interests you, make sure to follow me (@theVatsal_eth) for exciting stuff!
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